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Introduction
This is an overview of the technology you will be using when volunteering at Pro Bono Ontario’s Free
Legal Advice Hotline.

Pro Bono Ontario uses Salesforce in conjunction with Vonage to take calls.
1. Salesforce: PBO’s client files and knowledge management database are stored in Salesforce. This
is where you will be entering your intake and consultation notes for each call.
2. Vonage Softphone: In Salesforce, clicking the Phone button in the bottom left corner will pop up
the Vonage softphone. Incoming calls will show up here. Accepting a call, changing your status,
and other phone call controls are handled through this popup window. You can minimize this pop
up if it obscures fields you need to review on the rest of the page. The phone will pop up
automatically if a call starts to ring.
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Vonage Softphone
Statuses
The Vonage popup displays your current availability to take a
call. There are three statuses that you can set yourself to by
clicking the top bar.
•
•
•

Ready: You are available and ready to accept calls. Your
phone will ring if a caller chooses your area of law.
Away: You need to step away from your desk, or are
not available to accept calls at the moment. Your phone
will not ring while in this status.
Wrap Up: You are writing some notes from your last
phone call. Your phone will not ring while in this status.

Please ensure that you check and update your status to the
applicable option throughout your volunteer session.
Otherwise, you could miss a call without even knowing about it.

When a Call Occurs

When a call occurs, the Vonage softphone will pop up.
At the same time, the client’s Contact page in Salesforce will
automatically load in Salesforce. Take a moment to review the
Alert field near the top of the Salesforce page to see if there is
an urgent alert pertaining to the caller.
Then, click on the green Accept button to accept the call. We
suggest you introduce yourself by offering your first name.
Talking Tip: “Welcome to Pro Bono
Ontario, my name is [lawyer first name].
May I have your first and last name
please?”
You can also reject a call by pressing the red button.
If you browse away from the Contact page, pressing the Click
for Details button will bring you to the correct Contact page
again.
Sometimes the correct Contact page may not load. If you
encounter this issue, please review "Locating an Existing
Contact, or Creating a New Contact Manually" in the Other
Considerations and Features section of this guide.
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Other Vonage Features During a Call
More options appear in the Vonage popup when you
accept a call.
1. Hangup: Disconnects the call.
2. Mute: The caller will not be able to hear you. You
will still be able to hear the caller. You can use this
to pause the call and ask a PBO staff member for
advice.
3. Release: Similar to Hangup, it disconnects the call.
4. Hold: The caller will not be able to hear you. You
will not be able to hear the caller either. Like Mute,
you can use this to pause the call and ask a PBO
staff member for advice.
5. Consult: You can use this button to Transfer (send
the call to a different area of law / volunteer or
staff member), Conference (add in a third person
to the call), or Consult (talk only with this third
person, for advice, before returning to the original
caller).

Transferring a Call to Another Area of Law
If it becomes apparent during a call that the caller has
selected the wrong area of law, and you are not in a
position to provide advice for that area, you can
transfer the caller to the correct line by taking the
following steps. If all volunteers for the correct area of
law are currently unavailable, the caller will be sent to
the waiting queue for those volunteers.
1. Press the Consult Button (see above image).
2. Type in or search and select the area of law you
wish to transfer the call to.
3. Click Dial.
4. You will return to the main popup screen. Click
to transfer the call to the other
queue. You can now return to Ready to accept
another call.
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Salesforce

As mentioned, at the start of a call, the caller's Contact page will automatically pop up in Salesforce. You
only need to review the first two sections of the Contact page (Contact Information and Client Stats).
This page looks differently depending on whether it is the caller’s first time using PBO’s services, or if
they are an existing PBO client.
Existing Clients will already have their information entered in. Confirm the client’s name, and check if
there are any urgent notes about the caller in the Alert field. Then, you can skip the Intake process and
proceed directly to opening a new Case.

New Callers will not have any information filled in, unless they've completed our online application
form. The first step for a New Caller is to go through the Intake process and complete the first two
sections of the Contact page or review and confirm the information provided through our online
application form.

Intake - Completing the Contact Page for New Clients
You will have to ask a new caller some intake questions if they have not submitted any information
through our online application form. Statistical information is important to PBO, as it helps us
determine an individual’s eligibility for services, and assess how to grow and change our services to
best serve the public. Statistical information is also reported to our funders in an anonymous and
aggregated function to assist PBO in securing our funding.
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Talking Tip: “Since this is your first call, I’m
going to ask you ask you a few questions to
complete your profile, OK?”
Click the pencil button
beside any field to start editing. Start by clearing out the text
"Complete Intake" from the Last Name field.

1. Name: “What is your first and last name?”
2. Home Phone: “Is this your main phone number?”
3. Total Monthly Household Income: “What is your total monthly household income?” For callers
with a high total monthly household income, you will also want to ask them “What is your
household size?”
4. Age Range: “Can you tell me your age, or would you like me to go through the age ranges?”
5. Postal Code: “What is your postal code?”
6. Referral Source: “How did you hear about this hotline?”
7. Personal Email (Optional): “Do you have an email address you’d like to provide to us?”
8. Send Email Survey (Optional): “To help us improve our services, you'll receive an email survey
14 days after this consultation. You can opt out if you would like.”
9. First Time Getting Legal Help (Optional): Is this your first time getting legal advice on your
matter?
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After you have asked these questions, press the blue
save the client’s information.

button at the bottom of the screen to

Client Submitted Details and Stats for New and Existing Callers

In addition to calling in callers can now reach us by submitting online applications accessible by scanning
barcodes posted in courthouses. We will need you to ensure the information the client submitted is
accurate. For new callers please review the information provided in the Contact Details and Stats
sections of their Contact page, and click the blue
button at the bottom right of the field above to
save.

For existing clients you will need to compare the existing information we have on file with the information they
submitted. Similar to a new caller, click the blue
button at the bottom right of the field above Contact
Details to display the submitted details and stats.
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The new information that the caller provided will appear beside the existing information that we have in
our system. Select one of the two options at the bottom left of the field once the information is
confirmed, and then
at the bottom right to either update the information in the caller's Contact
page or leave it the same.

Consultation - Opening a Case Note for a Call
After you have confirmed that the Contact Details and Stats have been completed or accurate,
look over at the Cases box at the right-hand side of the page.
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You will need to create a new Case note with a summary of your conversation with the client. To do
so, click the top triangle button on the top-right of the Cases box, then click New. A new page ill open.

You can complete your case notes from this page if you are comfortable advising the client without
referencing the Knowledge database. Remember to click
when you are done.

However, if you want to view the Knowledge database, you can fill in just the required (red asterisked)
fields to start (including a short message into Summary & Next Steps). Press Save after you have done so
and a consolidated view of the Contact, Case, and Knowledge database will appear. You will be able to
edit and add more to your Case note later.
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From this page, you can click the pencil button
beside any field in the centre Case Information area to continue adding to your Summary & Next Steps.
You can also select the consultation’s Topic and Subtopic once you have identified them. Pressing
once you select the Topic and Subtopic will cause
Salesforce to automatically recommend the most relevant articles in in the Knowledge box.
You can also use the search option in the Knowledge box on the right-hand side to try and locate a relevant article. Once you find an article you wish to read,
you can either hover your mouse over an article’s title to bring up a floating box, or click an article’s title to view it on another page.
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Consultation - Finishing the Case Entry for a Call
After you have finished a call, your NVM status changes automatically to Wrap Up so you can complete
your Case notes. This status changes back to Ready after 10 minutes, so if you need more time, set
yourself to Wrap Up (Manual).
These are the fields you should update after each call:
1. Topic: If you haven’t already, select the
applicable Topic for the call.
2. Subtopic: If you haven’t already, select
the applicable Subtopic for the call.
3. Summary & Next Steps: Add in more
details of your consultation with the
caller, including any suggested next steps
that they take. It is better to be thorough
when writing your Summary & Next
Steps; PBO staff, students, and other
volunteer lawyers will refer to your notes
to understand the client’s matter and
whether they have followed your
instructions if they call again.
Tip: In edit mode, you can click and
drag the bottom right corner of the
Summary & Next Steps field to
increase the size of the text box.
Also, to create paragraphs when
typing, hold down Shift + Enter.
4. Types of Assistance Provided: Select the
type(s) of assistance you provided to the
client, then click the right arrow > to
move it into the Chosen field. You can
select more than one option by holding
CRTL when you click.
5. Status: Update this field to indicate
whether the specific inquiry or question
that the caller contacted the hotline for
was resolved.
Press the blue
button after you have finished making changes to your notes. That completes all
necessary steps for taking a call! You can now close any unnecessary tabs in Salesforce, such as the
caller’s Case and Contact pages.

Ensure that your status in NVM is returned to Ready. You are now ready to take the next call!
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Other Considerations and Features
Locating an Existing Contact, or Creating a New Contact Manually
In some limited circumstances, Salesforce might not be able to pop up the correct Contact page at the
start of a call. This may occur when:
1. An existing client calls from a different phone number than the one they had previously used.
2. Multiple clients have the same phone number saved to their record in Salesforce.
3. A caller uses a public phone, such as one at a library or shelter.
The above circumstances are why it is important to ask for the full name of the caller, and to confirm
whether they have called the hotline before.
The steps to take for each are below.

Existing Client Calls from a Different Phone Number (Find an Existing Client’s Contact Page)

If a caller informs you that they have used the hotline before, but the Contact page that pops up is
blank, take the following steps:
1. Ask for the caller’s full name.
2. Start typing their name in the search bar located on the top of the Salesforce window. Some
suggestions should appear. If the name of the caller appears, click it to open the suggested
Contact page.
3. If the name of the caller does not appear, search for the caller’s phone number in the format it
is displayed in NVM. If the number of the caller appears, click it to open the suggested Contact
page.

4. Once the page opens, take a moment to review the Client Stats with the caller to confirm their
identity. Some fields may need to be updated. If the phone number they are currently calling
from is the one they will primarily use in the future, click the pencil button
beside the
Home Phone field to update their phone number. This will help NVM and Salesforce associate
the correct Contact page in the future.

5. Click the blue

button and proceed to creating a new Case for the call.
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Multiple Clients Have the Same Phone Number (Selecting the Correct Contact)
Sometimes, instead of popping up a single Contact record, you will be taken to a search page in
Salesforce. This occurs when there is more than one contact in Salesforce with the same phone number,
and may occur when callers from the same household use the same phone to call the hotline.

Ask the caller for their full name, then select the appropriate contact for the call.
This issue may occur if there are duplicate Contact pages for the same client. If you notice a duplicate
file, notify PBO staff.
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Caller is Using a Public Phone (Search for Contact / Create a New Contact Manually)
You may have to take extra steps if the caller is using an anonymous phone number, internet phone, or
public phone (e.g. one located at a library or a shelter). In these circumstances, NVM may take you to a
generic Contact page:

If this occurs, take a moment to ascertain whether the current caller has used our services before.
Search for the caller’s information in Salesforce (see the above section, Find an Existing Client’s Contact
Page). If there is no Contact page for the current caller, you will have to create one manually with the
following steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.

In Salesforce, click the V beside the leftmost tab on the top row. A drop-down list will appear.
Click Contacts. A new page will open.
On this new page, click New on the top right side of the page.
You can now start filling out the client’s information. See the section ‘Intake - Completing the
Contact Page for New Clients’ for more details on how to do so.
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Reviewing a Client’s Previous Case Notes

If a client has used our services before, you can review the Case notes made by previous volunteers. As
you can see in the image above, the Cases box displays the three most recent Case notes. You can open
any one of them by clicking the Case Number link.
If there are more than three Case notes and you wish to delve further back into the client’s history, click
View All at the bottom of the Cases box.

When you open a case note, you’ll notice that a second row of tabs appear at the top of the page. These
tabs are all related to the specific client whose file you are reviewing. The first tab on the second row
will take you back to the client’s Contact page which has their statistical information and the Cases box
where you can open a new Case note. If you have already opened a Case note, you can likewise locate it
on the second row of tabs.
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Requesting Client Documents
If the client has a document you believe is necessary for a volunteer to review in order to offer future
advice, you can take the following steps:
1. First, ensure that the client has an email address saved to their Contact page. This is crucial in
helping PBO associate the document with the correct client’s Contact page. You can click the
pen button beside the email address field to input an email address if one isn’t already
displayed. Remember to press the blue Save button afterwards.

2. Tell the client to use that specific email address to send the document to
hotline@probonoontario.org. They should also include their name in the email message or title.
Please inform them that they should only send one email with one or two attachments.
3. Tell the client to wait at least one business day after they send the email before calling the
hotline back for advice on the document. This gives PBO staff time to attach the document to
the file.
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Locating and Reviewing Client Documents, Email Messages, and Tasks
If the caller mentions that they have submitted a document to the hotline and you wish to review it, you
can do so by scrolling to the bottom of a client’s Contact page and looking on the right-hand side of the
page. There, you will find the Activities Timeline where Tasks, Call Logs, and Email Messages are saved,
and the Notes and Attachments Box where additional client documents are saved. Please check both, as
both areas may contain the relevant document.

You can click an email, document, or task to view it in more detail.
If you cannot locate the document, notify PBO staff.
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Emailing the Client
If you wish to send the client an email message, first ensure that the client has an email address saved to
their contact page. You can click the pen button beside the email address field to input an email address
if one isn’t already displayed. Remember to press the blue Save button afterwards.

After ensuring that the client has an email address saved to their Contact page, scroll down the Contact
page and look on the right-hand side. You will see an Email field and a blue Compose button. Click it to
start composing an email message to the client.

You will notice that Salesforce automatically puts in the client’s email address, and a signature
reminding the client that you are a PBO volunteer, and to call PBO’s Free Legal Advice Hotline if they
have further questions.
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Option A: Use an Email Template
PBO has prepared some pre-drafted email templates for frequently sent messages. To use a template,
click the third button from the left under the message body.

Your desired template may be listed under the Recently Used Templates. If note, select "Insert a
template..." and a new window will appear.

Change the dropdown on the top left to All Templates. A list of all available templates will then be
displayed. Select the template you wish to use.
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After selecting your template, if you want to attach a document, click the paperclip button at the
bottom of the email window.

Click Upload File, then locate the document on the list presented. Then, click Add to attach the
document to your email. You are now ready to send your email. Click the blue Send button to do so. A
copy of the email will be logged on the client’s Contact page for future reference.
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Option B: Draft your Email
If there is no available template, compose your message to the client above the signature line. If you are
including an attachment and think the attachment contains all the information the client needs, your
email can simply say “Please see attached.” Regardless, after you write the email you need to, attach
the generated document by clicking the paperclip button at the bottom of the message window.

Click Upload File, then locate the document on the list presented. Then, click Add to attach the
document to your email. You are now ready to send your email. Click the blue Send button to do so. A
copy of the email will be logged on the client’s Contact page for future reference.
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Generating a Document
Document Generation is now possible. You can now input brief, specific details relating to a client, and
then use these details to quickly generate a court form, letter, or other document that is correctly
formatted with pre-filled information specific to the client. Please review PBO’s Document Generation
Guide for more details on how to do so.
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Knowledge - In-depth Article Search and Attaching Articles to Cases
When you select the Area of Law, Topic, and Subtopic of a case, the Knowledge box on the right-hand
side of the page will suggest potentially relevant articles to you. You can edit or amend the Area of Law,
Topic, or Subtopic of the case, and after pressing Save, the Knowledge box will update its
recommendations.

You can also use the Search Knowledge function in the Knowledge box to look up a specific keyword that
may be in an article's title or body.
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Click the blue title of the article you wish to view to open it up in a new Salesforce tab. You can also
hover over the title to view a "pop up" window of the article.

If you would like, you can attach an article that you relied on to your case notes. In the Knowledge box,
click the square to the right of the relevant article, then click Attach Article. The article will then be
pinned to the left side of the page, under Details, for future reference.
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If you are having difficulty with the Knowledge box's suggested articles and/or search function, you can
also choose to browse all articles in Salesforce, sorted by Area of Law. To do so, click Knowledge on the
top-left side of the page. If Knowledge isn't displayed, click the V to select it from the drop-down menu.

By default, this Knowledge List View page is set to display Recently Viewed articles. To view all
knowledge articles, click the triangle beside Recently Viewed, then select the list of your preference. All
Knowledge Articles will display all articles in Salesforce, sorted by Area of Law, Topic, and Subtopic. As
before, you can click the blue title of the article you wish to view in full.
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